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Velocity and temperature scaling in a rough wall boundary layer

R. A. Antonia and R. J. Smalley
Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Newcastle, New South Wales 2308, Australia

~Received 31 January 2000!

Measurements of the three velocity fluctuationsu, v, w and of the temperature fluctuationu have been made
in a turbulent boundary layer roughened by wall-mounted spanwise cylindrical rods regularly spaced in the
streamwise direction. Power-law exponents have been estimated for spectra, cospectra, and the corresponding
structure functions associated withu, v, w, andu at various locations across the layer. In the scaling range, the
u andv spectra exhibit the largest and smallest slopes, respectively. The slope of the temperature spectrum is
quite close to that of the spectrum corresponding to the mean turbulent energy^q2&. The scaling range slope
of theuu cospectrum is greater than that of theuv cospectrum which, in turn, is slightly larger than that of the
vu cospectrum. These observations are fully supported by the relative behavior of the structure functions. The
magnitudes of the scaling exponents decrease as the wall is approached while those of the intermittency
exponents increase.

PACS number~s!: 47.27.Nz, 47.27.Lx, 47.27.Gs
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I. INTRODUCTION

It has been pointed out@1,2# that, for turbulent shea
flows, the inertial range~IR! slope,nu , of the scalar spec
trum is less steep than anticipated unless the magnitud
the Taylor microscaleRl Reynolds number exceeds abo
1000. This behavior is not unique to the scalar spectr
Spectra of the lateral velocity fluctuationv also have an in-
ertial range slopenv whose magnitude is typically smalle
than that~5/3! predicted by the Kolmogorov 1941@3#, or
K41, phenomenology unlessRl is at least 1000. A plausible
explanation for this behavior is that isotropy in the inert
range, a key ingredient of K41, is not strictly satisfied unle
Rl is large, possibly even larger than 10 000. There is e
dence @4–6#, based primarily on the relative behavior
^(du)2& and ^(dv)2&, the second-order longitudinal an
transverse velocity structure functions@here du[u(x1r )
2u(x) and dv[v(x1r )2v(x) are the increments of th
longitudinal u and lateralv velocity fluctuations,r is the
component of the separation vector along thex direction# to
indicate that K41, or more appropriately the refined pheno
enology of the Kolmogorov 1962@7#, will be approached
asymptotically. There is also evidence@5# suggesting that
this approach may not be universal, in that the exponents
^(dv)2& may vary in different flows, or even in differen
regions of the same flow, for nominally the same range
Rl .

There are only a few experiments~e.g., @8#! where mea-
surements of all three velocity fluctuations as well as
scalar fluctuation are available. In@8#, the focus was entirely
on comparing the turbulent energy spectrumfq(k1), defined
such that*0

`fq(k1)dk15^q2&[^u2&1^v2&1^w2& ~w is the
spanwise velocity fluctuation andk1 is the one-dimensiona
wave number! or twice the mean turbulent kinetic energ
with the temperature spectrumfu(k1), defined such tha
*0

`fu(k1)dk15^u2& ~u is the temperature fluctuation!. When
normalized to unity area, the distribution offu(k1) and
fq(k1), measured in a number of turbulent shear flows, w
found to virtually coincide, at least over a range ofk1 which
contributes significantly to the variances^u2& and^q2&. The
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previous observations would suggest that the magnitud
nq , the IR slope offq(k1), viz., fq(k1);k1

2nq, should be
close to that ofnu . Alternately, in the context of second
order structure functions, the expectation is thatzq and zu

should have approximately the same magnitude@9#. Here,zb

represents the IR exponent of^(db)2&, viz., ^(db)2&;r zb,
where, in general,db[b(x1r )2b(x). The similarity be-
tween^(dq)2& and^(du)2& was considered in some detail i
@9# for values ofr in the dissipative and inertial ranges a
well as whenr is comparable to the integral length scaleL.
Reasonable support forzq.zu has been obtained in the wak
of a slightly heated circular cylinder@10#. The boundary
layer data of Mestayer@11# at y/d.0.33 ~y is the wall nor-
mal coordinate andd the boundary layer thickness! sug-
gested thatnq.nu . Sreenivasan@2# has already noted that
for the latter data,nu.1.49, a value significantly smalle
than the Corrsin-Obukhov@12# value of 5/3. While the dis-
crepancy may in part be attributed to an insufficiently lar
Rl ~5 616 in this case!, other factors, such as the wall su
face condition and the mean shear, cannot be dismissed.
important to know how these factors affect the relative m
nitudes ofnb or zb . In the context of a smooth wall turbu
lent channel flow, the magnitude ofzu has been found to
decrease as the wall is approached, a result ascribed to
intermittent presence of near-wall organized and relativ
intense vortical structures@13–15#. This would in turn lead
to an increased intermittency of the energy dissipation r
consistent with the observed departure fromzu from K41.

In this paper, we consider a boundary layer over a spec
type of roughness with the wall slightly heated so that te
perature can be treated as a passive scalar. The fluctua
(u,v,u) and (u,w,u) are obtained in separate experimen
as a function of distance from the wall. This allows estima
of bothnb andzb to be obtained, the latter using two diffe
ent methods. Special attention is paid to the similarity b
tweenfq and fu or between̂ (dq)2& and ^(du)2&. In par-
ticular, we consider hownq ~or zq) andnu ~or zu) vary when
the surface is approached. An attempt is made to quantify
intermittency associated with different quantities using
scaling range in̂ (du)2(db)4&.
640 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Measurements were carried out in a zero-pressure gr
ent turbulent boundary layer over a rod-roughened wall
detailed description of the wind tunnel was given in@16#.
The boundary layer was tripped by a 4-mm-diam cylindri
rod followed by a 150-mm-wide strip of No. 40 sandpap
The roughness extends 3 m downstream of the trip and con
sists of cylindrical copper rods~Fig. 1! spanning the heigh
of the tunnel@the boundary layer develops over a sligh
heated aluminum wall in thex-vertical (x-z) plane#. The
rods are placed at a streamwise pitch to roughness he
ratio (p/k) of 4. The wall temperature,Tw , was constant
over the first 2.5 m of the boundary layer andDT ([Tw
2T1 , whereT1 is the ambient temperature! was 12.3 °C. To
a good approximation, the flow may be considered to be
from buoyancy effects, since at a distancex52.1 m from the
trip, Grx /Rex

2([@gbDTx3/n2#/@U1x/n#2).0.002; b is the
coefficient of thermal expansion andU1 is the freestream
velocity.

For U1520 ms21, the Reynolds number based on m
mentum thickness,Ru ([U1d2 /n; d2 is the momentum
thickness!, was 15 000. The Reynolds stresses and turbu
heat fluxes were measured using two probes aligned in
x-y and x-z planes. Both consisted of a cold wire locat
immediately upstream and perpendicular to the plane of
X wire. This arrangement minimized the influence of the h
wire on the cold wire. The wires (dw51.25mm Pt–10% Rh!
of the X probe in thex-y plane were etched to an activ
lengthl w of 0.21 mm. The separation between the wires w
0.4 mm and the included angle was 95°. A separate exp
ment was carried out with anX probe in thex-z plane. The
wires (dw52.5mm, l w50.5 mm) were separated by 0.4
mm; the included angle was 104°. The cold wire (dw
50.6mm Pt–10% Rh! for both probes was etched tol w
50.62 mm. The hot and cold wires were operated by
house constant temperature~at an overheat ratio of 1.5! and
constant current~0.1 mA! anemometers, respectively. Th
probe was calibrated in the freestream of the working sec
against a Pitot tube connected to a Furness manometer.
yaw calibration was performed over620°. Each probe was

FIG. 1. Rod roughness geometry. Plan and elevation views
shown together with coordinate axes.
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traversed in they direction. A typical record duration was 3
s although longer durations~200 s! were used at fivey loca-
tions. The signals were low-pass filtered~cutoff frequency
f c516 kHz), using fourth-order Butterworth filters and dig
tized at a frequencyf s52 f c with a 12-bit sample-and-hold
A-D converter. The choice off c was estimated from the
spectra of the unfiltered differentiated voltage signals usin
real-time spectrum analyzer. The Kolmogorov lengthh
[n3/4/^e&1/4) and velocity (uK5n1/4^e&1/4) scales were esti-
mated using the isotropic value for the mean energy diss
tion rate ^e&, i.e., ^e& iso515n^(]u/]x)2&, with ^(]u/]x)2&
5*0

`k1
2fu(k1)dk1 . Before carrying out this integration

fu(k1) was corrected for noise and extrapolated to la
wave numbers by assuming an exponential decay of
spectrum~e.g., @17#!. At the samey, there is agreement~to
within 2%! between^e& obtained from both the long an
short duration data and also different probe geometries. N
that^e& iso is likely to underestimate the true value, especia
near the wall@18#. Measured energy budgets from which^e&
was inferred by difference~diffusion by pressure fluctuation
was neglected! confirmed this expectation. However, the u
of ^e& iso should be adequate for obtaining estimates ofh and
uK ; also, the precise value of^e& is not important in the
context of this paper where the primary interest is the rela
behavior of the scaling exponents.

Because of the possible errors associated with the
of Taylor’s hypothesis near the wall, where the local turb
lence intensity is high (̂u2&1/2/U.0.3) and the effect of
the turbulent/nonturbulent interface over the outer region,
have focused mainly on the range 0.1&y/d&0.5. Table I
gives the Kolmogorov scales and nondimensional flow
rametersRl @^u2&1/2l/n, where l[^u2&1/2/^(]u/]x)2&1/2

is the longitudinal Taylor microscale# and mean shea
S* @[(]U/]y)(n/^e&)1/2# for the 200-s records within this
range. Note that, over this range, the normalized mean s
is approximately constant whileRl increases withy/d. Tay-
lor’s hypothesis is used to estimate bothk1 andr from f and
t, respectively, wheret is a time delay. Depending on th
specific context, an asterisk denotes normalization byh, uK ,
and/or uK[(^eu&h/UK)1/2. The temperature scaleuK is
based on the mean temperature dissipation rate^eu& and the
Kolmogorov time scale (h/UK).

III. SPECTRAL SCALING EXPONENTS

Several different methods were used to estimate
second-order scaling exponentnb . One estimate was base
on identifying the optimum plateau in the compensatedu
spectrum. Once the widest plateau was found~by trial and

re

TABLE I. Kolmogorov scales and flow parametersRl andS* .

y/d Rl

h
~mm!

uK

~ms21! S*

0.09 280 0.054 0.28 0.052
0.19 330 0.060 0.26 0.057
0.37 390 0.067 0.23 0.053
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642 PRE 62R. A. ANTONIA AND R. J. SMALLEY
error! for k1
nufu(k1), the exponentnb (b[v,w,u,q) was

subsequently inferred by least-squares fitting tofb over the
scaling range based onfu @note that the exponentnb is
positive since it is assumed thatfb(k1);k1

2nb over the scal-
ing range#. This range was also used to determine the ex
nentnbg corresponding to thebg cospectrum. This approac
differs somewhat from that used in@1,2# or @19# wherenu ,
nv , andnu were estimated by optimizing the plateau in ea
case. The application of this latter method to the present
would have resulted in slightly different scaling ranges
each quantityb and also slightly different magnitudes ofnb ;
however, the effect on the relative magnitudes ofnb or its
variation with y/d is sufficiently small not to affect the
present conclusions. The scaling range in Fig. 2 (y/d
50.37; Rl.390), identified by the plateau in the distribu
tion of k1*

1.59fu* (k1* ), is relatively large~about one decade in
k1* ). Over this range, spectra of different quantities exh
relatively different slopes,fu* andfv* having the largest and
smallest, respectively. Note thatfw* , fq* , andfu* have ap-
proximately the same slopes. The convention used her
that *0

`fb(k1)dk15^b2& while *0
`fb* (k1)dk15^b2&/UK

2 ,
whenb[u,v,w and^b2&/uK

2 whenb[u. The distributions
of k1* fq(k1* )/^q2& and k1* fu(k1* )/^u2& in Fig. 3 are nearly
inseparable except at very small or very largek1* . This

FIG. 2. Kolmogorov-normalized spectra ofu, v, w, u, andq at
y/d50.37. Also shown is a compensatedu spectrum to help iden-
tify the scaling range. Note that*0

`fb* (k1* )dk1* 5^b2&/UK
2 when

b[u,v,w and ^b2&/uK
2 when b[u. — —, b[u; —-—,

v; —--—, w; ––, u; ---, q; —, k1*
1.59fu* (k1* ).

FIG. 3. Distributions of k1* fb(k1* )/^b2& for b[u,q,u at
y/d50.37. Note that*0

`fb(k1* )dk1* 5^b2&. ––, b[u; —-—,
u; ---, q.
-
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closely supports the proposal of@8#; an obvious implication
of the figure is that there is a significant range of turbulen
length scales which contribute equally to the turbulent
ergy and the temperature variance. The similarity is not
stricted to the most energetic scales; in this context, it is
surprising that, for the scaling range identified in Fig.
fq* (k1* ) andfu* (k1* ) exhibit the same slopes.

Distributions of theuy, uu, andvu cospectra measured a
the same location as that for Fig. 2 are shown in Fig. 4;
reference, the compensatedu spectrum of Fig. 2 is repeate
here. The cospectra exhibit convincing power-law behavi
over the scaling range. Theuu cospectrum has the large
slope~2.18! and thevu cospectrum the smallest~1.80!; this
behavior seems to reflect the relative magnitudes of the
ponentsnu , nu , andnv with nu andnv the largest and small
est, respectively. Estimates ofnu , nv , nw , andnu , inferred
from the spectral slopes, are plotted in Fig. 5 as a function
y/d. Data from both short and long records are shown.
exponents decrease as the wall is approached. The gre
reduction is innv , whereasnu appears to be least affecte
The effect onnv probably simply reflects the important a
tenuating effect the wall exerts on thev ~wall-normal! fluc-

FIG. 4. Kolmogorov-normalizeduv, uu, and vu cospectra at
y/d50.37. Also included is the same compensatedu spectrum as
shown in Fig. 2. ––,b[u, g[v; —-—, u, u; ---, v, u; —,
k1*

1.59fu* (k1* ).

FIG. 5. Variation withy/d of spectral scaling exponentsnb for
b[u,v,w,u,q. Solid symbols correspond to long records; op
and crossed symbols correspond to short records.h, b[u; ,, v;
n, w; s, u; L, q. Crossed andn symbols are from the (u,w,u)
probe; h, ,, s symbols are from the (u,v,u) probe. To avoid
crowding,nu andnq are plotted on the right vertical axis. Lines a
shown to clarify the trend for eachnb .
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PRE 62 643VELOCITY AND TEMPERATURE SCALING IN A ROUGH . . .
tuation. The magnitude ofRl decreases~see, e.g., Table I! as
y/d decreases over the range ofy/d covered here. It is
tempting to ascribe the decrease innb , asy/d decreases, to
that inRl . Such an association would be consistent, at le
qualitatively, with the increase innb with Rl , observed in
shearless grid turbulence, or in the region straddling the
of symmetry, for either jets or wake flows. There are, ho
ever, at least two reasons which invalidate this associat
First, the present increase innv is larger than that measured
over an equivalentRl range, in the previously mentione
flows or flow regions. Second, as mentioned in Sec. I,nu

~and a fortiori nv) also decreases as a smooth wall is a
proached. For the channel flow investigation of@13#, nu was
found to decrease continuously between the center line
y1.20 ~a similar trend was reported by@14#!; and yet,Rl

increases from the center line to a maximum neary1.10
@20#. This trend is opposite to that observed over the pres
rough wall. A more likely explanation for the decrease innb

close to the wall is that suggested in@13–15#. That is, there
is an increased intermittency of the energy dissipation
due to the presence of relatively intense vortical structu
near the wall. The vortical structures near the present ro
wall are likely to differ, with respect to both geometry, in
tensity, and also frequency of occurrence from those ov
smooth wall or indeed over a different type of surface rou
ness. Some evidence for this was given in@21#. A conse-
quence of the previous speculation is that each type of
face will have its own distribution ofnb .

IV. SCALING EXPONENTS FROM STRUCTURE
FUNCTIONS

A second method of estimating a scaling expone
closely related to that described in Sec. III, is to determ
the ‘‘best’’ power-law exponents for the second-order str
ture functions^(db)2&, having first identified the scaling
range. For consistency with the first method, this range
that corresponding to the widest plateau in^(du)2&r 2zu

which also compares well with the plateau in^(du)3&r 21.
The exponentszb (b[v,w,u,q) and zbg (b[u, g
[v;u,u;v,u) were subsequently obtained by applying lea

FIG. 6. Distributions of̂ (db* )2&r * 2zb at y/d50.37. The mag-
nitudes of zb are shown. —,b[u; —-—, v; —--—, w; ––,
u; ---, q.
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squares fits tô(db)2& and^~db!~dg!& over the scaling range
The corresponding distributions of^(db* )2&r * 2zb and

^(db* )(dg* )&r * 2zbg are shown in Fig. 6 and 7, respe
tively. The plateau in̂ (du* )2&r * 2zu is not as wide as tha
exhibited byk1

* nufu* (k1* ) implying scaling ranges of differ-
ent extents. A similar observation was made by@22#. Note
also that the values ofnu(51.59) andzu(50.64) do not
quite correspond in thatnu is smaller than (11zu). This
correspondence has been discussed in some detail by
et al.@23#, who emphasized that the finiteness of the pow
law range makes the translation between the power law
the spectrum and that of either the correlation function
structure function inexact. Not surprisingly, the validity
this translation improves asRl increases~e.g.,@24#! and the
power-law range dilates.

Notwithstanding the inexactness of the translation for
present moderate values ofRl , the relative magnitudes o
different zb and their variation withy/d ~Fig. 8! are closely
similar to those ofnb in Fig. 5. In particular, the rate o
increase ofzu with y/d is relatively small while that ofzv is
largest.

FIG. 7. Distributions of ^db* dg* &r * 2z at y/d50.37. The
magnitudes ofzbg are shown. —,b[u, g[u; ––, u, v; ---, u, u;
—-—, v, u.

FIG. 8. Variation withy/d of scaling range exponentszb for
b[u,v,w,u,q obtained for the same scaling range as was de
mined using^(du* )2&r * 2zu. Solid symbols correspond to lon
records; open and crossed symbols correspond to short recordh,
b[u; ,, v; n, w; s, u; L, q. � and n symbols are from the
(u,w,u) probe;h, ,, s symbols are from the (u,v,u) probe.
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644 PRE 62R. A. ANTONIA AND R. J. SMALLEY
Two other estimations ofzb have been carried out. Th
first uses the relation

^~db* !2&5
abr * 2

@11bbr * 2#cb
, ~1!

as a relatively reliable descriptor of the behavior of^(db* )2&
for values ofr * which span the dissipative range and a s
nificant portion of the inertial range. Equation~1! has been
used by a number of authors~e.g., @25#! with b[u. It has
also been applied to data forb[u, v, or u @26,27# to deter-
mine theRl dependence ofcb[(22zb)/2 in several flows
~grid turbulence, jets, and wakes!. Figure 9 indicates that Eq
~1! fits the measured distributions of^(db* )2& quite well.
There is some arbitrariness@26# associated with the selectio
of r max* , the maximum value ofr * used for fitting to the data
The magnitude ofzb is relatively insensitive to the choice o
r max* , where a significant plateau is observed in Fig. 6;
deed, a similar maximum is obtained using^(du* )3&r * 21

~not shown!. The uncertainty in determiningzb increases
when Rl is small and the plateau is absent. The relat
values ofzb , indicated on each curve~Fig. 9!, closely mimic
those ofnb inferred from the spectra~Fig. 5! and are in close
agreement with those ofzb shown in Fig. 8. In particular,zv
is smallest andzu largest;zq and zu have the same magn
tude. Whereas the distributions of^(dq* )2& and ^(du* )2&
are different, the distributions of^(dq)2&/^q2& and
^(du)2&/^u2& ~Fig. 10! follow each other closely.

Significant use has been made of the extended s
similarity ~ESS! method @28# for determining zb . This
method is less effective when it is applied in regions wh
the effect of the mean shear is significant@29#; for this rea-
son, ESS estimates ofzb are not presented.

V. INTERMITTENCY EXPONENTS

An estimate of the intermittency parametersmb , associ-
ated with each of the main quantities, was determined fr
the scaling exponentszb(2,4), where

^~du!2~db!4&;r zb~2,4!

FIG. 9. Kolmogorov-normalized structure functions ofu, v, w,
u, and q at y/d50.37. Solid lines are fits to the measureme
obtained with Eq.~1!. The magnitudes ofzb are shown. h, b
[u; ,, v; n, w; s, u; L, q.
-

-

e

lf-

e

m

(b[u,v,w,u,q) via the relation

mb522zb~2,4!. ~2!

To determinemq , ^(du)2(dq)4& was approximated by
the expression$^(du)6&12@^(du)2(dv)4&1^(du)2(dw)4&
1^(du)4(dv)2&1^(du)4(dw)2&#% since the term
^(du)2(dv)2(dw)2& was not measured. Figure 11 shows t
variation ofmb with y/d; only the longer records were use
in order to minimize the uncertainty of estimating mixe
sixth-order moments. As the distance from the wall
creases, the magnitude ofmb decreases. This is not consi
tent with the concomitant increase inRl but it is consistent
with the previously reported increase innb ~or zb) with y/d.
The magnitude ofmu at y/d50.37 is significantly larger than
that for the highRl atmospheric flow of@30# or the cocensus
value~. 0.25! suggested in@31#. The difference between th
present intermittency exponents and those usually quoted
‘‘fully developed’’ turbulence, under nearly homogeneo
and isotropic conditions, is not surprising. One expects
spatial intermittency of both the velocity and temperatu
dissipation rates to increase as the wall is approached an
effect of the shear, presumably via the relatively inten
near-wall vortical structures, becomes more pronounced.

FIG. 10. Distributions of̂ (db)2& normalized by the variance
^b2& at y/d50.37. Solid lines are fits to the measurements obtai
with the nondimensional form of Eq.~1!. The magnitudes ofzb are
shown. h, b[u; ,, v; n, w; s, u; L, q.

FIG. 11. Variation withy/d of intermittency parametersmb for
b[u,v,w,u,q. Only data from the longer records have be
used. h, b[u; ,, v; n, w; s, u; L, q.
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PRE 62 645VELOCITY AND TEMPERATURE SCALING IN A ROUGH . . .
also reasonable that the magnitude ofmv is larger than that
of mu or mw given thatv is most affected by the presence
the wall. The larger value ofmu , relative tomu , is also not
surprising but the small difference between the magnitu
of mu andmq contrasts somewhat with the near-equality b
tweenzu ~or nu) and zq ~or nq). A possible cause for this
may be the approximation we have used to gene
^(du)2(dq)4&. A more likely possibility is the nonperfec
correlation that exists betweene and eu . This will be the
subject of a future investigation.

The presentmb estimates, via Eq.~2!, have been obtained
independently from intermittency models. It is therefore
interest to see how the models compare with the data
^(db)2&, when the present estimates ofmb are used. The
log-normal @7# and She-Le´vêque @32# models both indicate
that the magnitude ofzu exceeds2

3 and increases with in
creasingmu . In contrast, Fig. 5 indicates thatzu is always
smaller than2

3. The log-normal model for temperature@33#
predicts that the magnitude ofzu is smaller than2

3. While this
result is in qualitative agreement withzu in Fig. 5, the mea-
sured values ofzu are significantly smaller than those pr
dicted. Also, the decrease ofzu with decreasingy is not
reproduced by the model which indicates an increase inzu as
mu increases. The discrepancy between the predictions
the measurements is not surprising since the models w
developed for high Reynolds number, homogeneous,
isotropic turbulence.
9
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

Power-law exponents, associated with the scaling ran
are estimated for both spectra and structure functions of
eral quantities, including all three velocity fluctuations a
the temperature fluctuation measured in a turbulent bound
layer over a rough wall. These estimates, obtained usin
number of different methods, are in quite reasonable ag
ment with each other. For each method, the magnitude
the exponents decrease as the wall is approached. The re
tion is ascribed to the increased intermittency due to the r
tively intense near-wall vortical structures. The greatest
duction is observed for the exponentsnv and zv associated
with fv and ^(dv)2&, respectively. Consistently, the inte
mittency exponentmv is greater than eithermu , mw , or mu .
The magnitudes ofnq and zq , the scaling exponents corre
sponding tofq and^(dq)2&, respectively, are in close agree
ment with those ofnu andzu . This agreement supports th
role played by the fluctuating velocity vector in advecting t
passive scalar, especially in the present flow where the p
ence of the roughness is expected to result in an enha
mixing of the scalar.
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